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Discovering Quintana 

This Discovery Event was originally presented as part of the third 
partnership meeting in Madrid January 2020 and later used as a 
multiplier event and repeated on several occasions. 
 
Defining Borders and Cultural Audit 
 
For the discovery of the Quintana event, we took as parameters C/ Alcala 
from Quintana metro station down to the junction with the M30 ring road. We 
included streets running parallel for three rows deep. The heart of the 
neighbourhood is the popular Quintana Square. Defined geographically in this 
way our chosen neighbourhood borders with La Ventas, La Concepcion and 
Pueblo Nuevo. 
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Quintana,+28027+Madrid,+Spain/@40.4
38741,-
3.6581463,14.58z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0xd422f3f1e962fa7:0x4a41983b02da0d
10!8m2!3d40.4361054!4d-3.648656 
Our cultural audit took account of churches, schools and public services but 
focused on the ‘living’ neighbourhood, the local businesses and expressions 
of shifting demographics.  



We were aware of the proximity of the neighbourhood to Las Ventas, the 
world’s most important Bullring and how the M30 ring road worked as both 
physical and psychological boundary marking inner and outer city. Quintana is 
home to the Interacting hub, a largely residential neighbourhood with a 
thriving commercial street holding it together. Our Discovery is designed to 
celebrate the life and lifestyle of its inhabitants. 
 
 
Maps and Walking 
We set out to explore our defined area, collecting street names, opening times 
of businesses and relevant institutions.  
We planned for two starting points and a common finishing point. In our 
general reconnaissance we prepared for both morning and evening 
experiences and decided that either work equally well for an event in this area 
(the night time is not so appropriate as mos to the business and life closes at 
20.00). Walking and researching starting and finishing points fed into the 
general cultural audit and gave opportunities for our team to discover the area 
in a new and engaging way. We began connecting places and events and 
creating narratives for the journeys to take place. We eventually chose 
multiple starting points to accommodate potentially large groups with a 
common finishing point at Quintana Square with some famous Patatas Bravas 
 
 
Stakeholders  
We sought dialogue with local historians, musicians, bars, restaurants and 
artisan businesses as part of our research into the stories of the streets. 
Where we planned interactions between our participants and the locals we 
requested consent and explained about the Borders in the Mind project and 
the purpose of Discovery. We made sure that local participants were happy to 
connect with visitors and tell their stories across potential language barriers. 
We created language support for participants where locals were unable to 
speak a language other than Spanish. Stakeholders were presented with a 
thank you document written in Spanish naming the project and Erasmus Plus. 

         



      

 
 
Testing 
The various starting points were tested for time and distance with the intention 
that the various beginnings would end at more or less the same time. We 
tested the morning and evening experiences, we made wet weather 
provisions even though this is not so relevant in Madrid. We conducted a risk 
assessment of interactions and routes, considering possible annoyance to 
locals if roads and pavements are blocked by the activities or our groups. 
 
BiMGO task and Reenactments 
 

• To organise the discovery we adapted the style of a BINGO card where 
there are many possible ways to make a wining combination. With 
BiMGO you can complete your Discovery by visiting a variety of 
different points of interest on the map HOWEVER there are a certain 
number of obligatory visits without which your Discovery is not 
complete. 

• Arrange into 4 teams of 9 people, make sure that everyone has access 
to the ‘Quintana - Barrio Bingo’ map. The map can be accessed on a 
mobile or tablet by going to: 

 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?hl=en&mid=1NvLQF9lYX6tqgVCktm9jcJs5NuG4bm-
X&ll=40.433134899308385,-3.6532990381841257&z=17 



 

 
 
				
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
 

• In your team, you need to score as many rows as possible by 
completing the tasks, no rows will be awarded unless you have 
completed the tasks in RED (1-4) ! 

 
 
 
 
 

BARRIO BIM-GO TASKS 



 
 

1. Visit the sweatiest place on the map, find out: 
How much is a monthly membership…………………… 
throw a punch! � 

 
 
2. Find a business that offers a specialized sewing service,      find out: 

How long has the establishment been open?……………… 
Choose your favourite fabric � 

 
 
3. Find a venue that specialises in showbiz, find out: 

What classes can you take there………………………... 
Recreate a class outside the venue  � 

 
 
4. Interview someone in a local business, find out:  

How long have they lived or worked in the area?.................. 
How old do they think the area is?........................... 
Where do they consider to be the borders of the 
barrio?....................... 

 
 
5. The main road of Quintana is Calle de Alcalá, ask a local 

Where does this road lead to? …………………….. 
Get a local to sing the famous song about the road  � 

 
 
6. Find the church with the school attached, find out: 

What the most valuable element of the church is, and where it 
comes from: ………………………. 
Where do the parishioners come from: ............................. 
Where the borders of the parish lie: ………………….. 

 
 
7. Find the estate agents, find out: 

What are the main characteristics of the barrio?  
……………………….. 
What are the postcode borders of the area? 
........................................ 
How do house prices change across different borders? 
………………………... 
 

8. Who are the two main groups of migrants that live in the barrio? 
...................................... 
Try some food that has arrived through immigration, document 
your experience � 

 
 



9. The headquarters of a political party have recently moved to this barrio, 
why do you think they chose this spot to locate? 

…………………… 
 
 
10. Find the Quintana Plaza, ask a local: 

Which event happens here every Sunday? 
........................... 
Find the place that serves ‘the best patatas bravas in Madrid’, 
document your experience!  � 

 
 
11. Ask a local, if they were Mayor of Madrid, what would they change? 
…………………. 
 
 
 
Digital, Soundscapes and others 

1.  Create and record a performance piece, (1 minute long) that captures 
your original impressions of the neighbourhood, and your impressions 
at the end of the tour. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 


